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York. References External links Category:1946 births Category:Living people Category:Colombian psychiatristsQ: What are
some great adventure movies for kids? We've been watching movies lately and I was looking for some ideas for great movies to

show our kids. This list is probably a bit off the wall for a regular movie list, but here goes anyway: The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow (1790) 1937 Flash Gordon serie (the originals) Matrix Return of the Jedi Gandalf from The Lord of the Rings The

Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Pinocchio Star Wars: The Force Awakens West Wing (2006) Monsters Inc Anchorman Mulan
A: Rumpelstiltskin (2004) The Princess Bride (1987) What to expect: Humor and adventure Sequel potential (The Princess

Bride II) Drama (inspired by the pre-Hollywood 20th Century) Similar for the Princess Bride sequel: A Bridge Too Far Like
many others, I like "Argo" as a story that takes place largely undersea and features a cast of mostly non-professionals. In this

case it is the CIA and Hollywood. It won the Best Picture Oscar but was highly critically criticized as the acting was un-
Hollywood. But on the whole, I'm a fan. I also like "Jaws" which follows the "Jaws" theme that every teenage girl has gone to

the movies to see. "The Mighty Ducks", as an American football movie, has a number of compelling scenes, and a surprisingly
deep storyline. It is also a movie with a very light tone, so younger children would probably be okay with it. Q: React js setstate

getting error, not calling setstate I'm using a redux-form 82157476af
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